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1) Time for another #QAnon update. 

This thread covers Q posts on January 21, 2018 

Link to #Qanon8chan page: https://8ch.net/greatawakening/index.html

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGfrGeVAAAcpht.jpg

2) This is the first post by #QAnon today.  

The image is incomplete.  

(If you go to Q's page, you need to click the link at the bottom of the post to expand.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGh2KPVoAAwZp1.jpg

3) This is the full image posted by #Qanon  

As you can see, there's a lot of information. 
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We're going to break it down into sections. 

(Where you decide to end one section and begin another is critical.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGiBGyUQAAqM0x.jpg

4) I'm making my first break here. The information above the red line refers to Jeff Sessions, the

weaponization of the DOJ and FBI and the memo.  

 

Below the line, a new discussion begins about a 16-year plan.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGkJHKUQAARV7t.jpg

5) #QAnon asks the question:  

In light of new information coming out, (including the memo) will Jeff Sessions be given control of the

#TrumpRussiaInvestigation? 

 

Why would Sessions, who has recused himself from the election investigation, be given control?
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6) #QAnon suggests the memo will prove that the FBI and DOJ were weaponized by the Obama

administration, that there was collusion at the highest levels and that false information was provided to

the FISC judge to get a warrant to spy on team #Trump

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGtZEIU0AAKimp.jpg

7) #Qanon suggests the plan was to accuse Trump of Russian collusion, which (they hoped) would assure

Hillary of a win. 

 

But they had an insurance policy. An investigation that would prove collusion (or obstruction of justice)

which could lead to #Trump's impeachment, if he won.

8) #QAnon suggests that the information that will be released will implicate members of Mueller's team

and thoroughly discredit them.  

 

I believe it will also prove that the investigation itself was part of their plan to steal the election. 

Link:

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/01/wow-sara-carter-reveals-fisa-memo-explosive-end-

mueller-witch-hunt/

WOW! Sara Carter Reveals FISA Memo Is So "Explosive" That It Could END Mueller Investig…
The House Intel panel’s passage of New York Republican Rep. Peter King’s motion to release the FISA
abuse memo to fellow House members has rocked Washington, D.C. Lawmakers from Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-
FL…

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/01/wow-sara-carter-reveals-fisa-memo-explosive-end-mueller-witch-h…
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGn_KsVQAAWYSs.jpg

9) If Mueller's investigation is proven to be a premeditated plot to steal the election and delegitimize

#Trump's Presidency, it can't continue.  

 

The investigation and the plot to get Sessions to recuse himself will be exposed and Sessions could rightly

resume control.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGp_DTVoAAhmrk.jpg

10) People in the Obama administration did a lot of illegal and unethical things, which they never

expected to answer for because they never thought Hillary would lose. Now they're scurrying to cover
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their tracks, delete files and deny guilt but it's too late.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGv0e9VoAAIyaU.jpg

11) Today, we learned that the FBI lost 5 months worth of text messages between FBI agents Lisa Page

and Peter Strzok.  

 

How convenient. 

 

You do know that the NSA still has them, don't you? 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/fbi-did-not-save-officials-texts-during-key-

period-in-clinton-trump-probes-senator-says/2018/01/21/c621c418-fed0-11e7-8acf-

ad2991367d9d_story.html?utm_term=.b6fe360a4763

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/fbi-did-not-save-officials-texts-during-key-period-in-cl…

12) #Qanon discloses a 16-year plan to destroy America.  

8 years for Obama. 8 Years for Hillary. 

 

Remember, the goal of globalism is to eradicate international borders, creating a borderless, global

community. That plan necessitates the destruction of individual nation states.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUGyYSdVQAA17TF.jpg

13) The Plan: 

Install rogue operators into the military to destroy it from within.  

Leak classified military intel, have key military people killed/removed from power. Cut funding,

undermine military command, take down good guys (Flynn).  

Valerie Jarret played a key role.

14) The next one has always made me scratch my head:  
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Selling SAPs (Special Access Programs) 

 

In July of 2016, an anon FBI agent showed up on #4chan and did something similar to Q. He gave people

clues about Hillary and her plans.

15) One thing the anonymous FBI agent shared was the fact that Hillary obtained SAPs and had them on

her unsecured server.  

 

(A description of SAPs is found on the next image) 

4chan link: https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/79480356/ 

 

More info on SAPs:

http://www.businessinsider.com/hillary-clinton-email-server-top-secret-sap-2016-1

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUG9AqdVMAEboVU.jpg

Some of the emails on Clinton's private server were reportedly even more classified than 'to…
Fox News reported on the contents of a letter authored by Intelligence Community Inspector General I.
Charles McCullough III.

http://www.businessinsider.com/hillary-clinton-email-server-top-secret-sap-2016-1

16) Confirming what #Qanon has said, the anonymous FBI agent said Hillary sold the SAPs (to foreign

donors). 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/text/79486178/

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUG9pNRVwAAtI8Q.jpg

17) I could never understand why.  

Was it all about the money? 

#QAnon says it was both the money and her desire to destroy the military.  

 

(How many times has President #Trump told us the #SchumerShutdown is about hurting the military?)
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHBe6HVMAAtFgf.jpg

18) In the next section, #Qanon continues laying out the plan to undermine and destroy the military.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHAGRaVQAANvoC.jpg

19) #QAnon is suggesting that the leak by Edward Snowden about PRISM was designed to undermine

military intelligence. (NSA is under the Defense Department.) The leak reduced NSA's ability to identify

the bad guys like MS 13, ISIS, etc.  

https://www.theverge.com/2013/7/17/4517480/nsa-spying-prism-surveillance-cheat-sheet

Everything you need to know about PRISM
Since September 11th, 2001, the United States government has dramatically increased the ability of its
intelligence agencies to collect and investigate information on both foreign subjects and US...

https://www.theverge.com/2013/7/17/4517480/nsa-spying-prism-surveillance-cheat-sheet

20) The damage done to NSA (No Such Agency) by Snowden gave the CIA an advantage.  

 

Remember, there is a war going on between the NSA & DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) and the CIA

(It's civilian counterpart) They compete for resources and have competing agendas. #QAnon
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHEGTlVAAEmBow.jpg

21) Obama and Hillary's plan was to decrease the effectiveness of military intelligence while giving more

power to the CIA.  

 

John Brennan's development of the supercomputer the HAMR is their attempt to gain superiority over

the NSA. #Qanon  

http://theamericanreport.org/2017/03/17/whistleblower-tapes-trump-wiretapped-zillion-times-

hammer-brennans-clappers-secret-computer-system/

Whistleblower Tapes: Trump Wiretapped "A Zillion Times" By 'The Hammer,' Brennan’s and …
Whistleblower Tapes: Trump Wiretapped “A Zillion Times” By ‘The Hammer,’ Brennan’s and Clapper’s
Secret Computer System By Mary Fanning and Alan Jones President Obama’s Director of National
Intellige…

http://theamericanreport.org/2017/03/17/whistleblower-tapes-trump-wiretapped-zillion-times-hammer-brennan…

22) Another step was weakening the GOP base by harassing them through the IRS and creating a

negative image of conservatives by the mainstream media. #Qanon  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/irs-admits-targeting-conservatives-for-tax-

scrutiny-in-2012-election/2013/05/10/3b6a0ada-b987-11e2-92f3-f291801936b8_story.html?

utm_term=.43f58e0ffb85

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/irs-admits-targeting-conservatives-for-tax-scrutiny-in-201…

23) Open borders are intended to help increase Democrat voter numbers and bring in MS 13 and ISIS

operatives who will cause further decay of society.  

#QAnon
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHGzdKUQAAgYf0.png

24) Turning a blind eye to North Korea's development of nuclear weapons was strategic. Ditto for Iran.

Their WMDs would help create war, which would cause chaos, international tension and assist in the

removal of international borders. #QAnon

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-korea-north-obama/analysis-north-korea-tests-obamas-strategic-

patience-idUSBRE9380YR20130409

Analysis: North Korea tests Obama's "strategic patience"
North Korea's next act of defiance could be a critical test of whether President Barack Obama's "strategic
patience," his long-standing policy toward the nuclear renegade state, is beginning to run o…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-korea-north-obama/analysis-north-korea-tests-obamas-strategic-patience-i…

25) It's apparent that the money that Obama sent to Iran was to help them accelerate their development

of weapons of mass destruction. One small step on the way to achieving the greater plan. #Qanon  

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/09/07/us-made-1-7-billion-transfer-to-iran-in-foreign-cash-

treasury-says.html

US made $1.7 billion transfer to Iran in foreign cash, Treasury says
The Obama administration acknowledged Tuesday that a $1.7 billion transfer to Iran earlier this year was
paid entirely in foreign hard currency.

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/09/07/us-made-1-7-billion-transfer-to-iran-in-foreign-cash-treasury-says…

26) I'd like to clear up a few items before moving on.  

This post begins with a reference to Jeff Session dropping the hammer and "1 of 22" 

Many people have offered suggestions about what "1 of 22" means. (It's appeared in previous Q posts.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHU5t4VAAE1TR_.jpg
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27) Personally, I haven't felt there's been enough background or context to make a decent attempt. Until

now. #Qanon

28) Since "1 of 22" is now put in the context of Jeff Sessions and the DOJ, I believe it refers to 1 of 22

investigations that are currently open that will have a bearing on the events #Qanon is telling us about.

(Prior 1 of 22 posts also make reference to FBI and/or DOJ.)

29) People have offered interpretations for entries like [Clas-1,2,3]. 

One plausible interpretation has been offered but I'm not certain what these entries mean so I'm not

attempting to decode them, right now publicly. #Qanon

30) Remeber, we're not solving a crossword puzzle. It doesn't matter if you decode every entry correctly.

There's a lot of helpful information available aside from the entries that are not clear.

31) Continuing with Obama's 8 years:  

The admin continues turning a blind eye to things they shouldn't. 

[CLAS 23-41]  

 

(If you have an interpretation. please post it.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHfSycU0AA_Kdd.jpg

32) Staging a favorable Supreme Court (SC) was important.  

(187) is the California penal code for murder.  

In some circles, having it tattooed on your body is a way to be accepted in the club. #Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHgjhGVoAEoZkp.jpg

33) What Supreme Court (SC) Judge was murdered (187)? 

(AS) = Antonin Scalia.  

It's not just tin-foil hat conspiracy.  

Many people raised their eyebrows when an autopsy was not done. 

Among them was CNN. 

#Qanon  
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https://www.cnn.com/2016/02/18/opinions/justice-scalia-no-autopsy-melinek/index.html

Justice Scalia's unexamined death points to a problem - CNN
Forensic pathologist Judy Melinek says that the justice's death feeds conspiracy theories unnecessarily;
there should have been an autopsy

https://www.cnn.com/2016/02/18/opinions/justice-scalia-no-autopsy-melinek/index.html

34) The Atlantic was suspicious as well.  

#Qanon 

https://www.cnn.com/2016/02/18/opinions/justice-scalia-no-autopsy-melinek/index.html

Justice Scalia's unexamined death points to a problem - CNN
Forensic pathologist Judy Melinek says that the justice's death feeds conspiracy theories unnecessarily;
there should have been an autopsy

https://www.cnn.com/2016/02/18/opinions/justice-scalia-no-autopsy-melinek/index.html

35) Moving along. 

The #UraniumOne transfer funded and supplied Iran and North Korea's nuclear weapons program and

depleted supplies for the U.S.  

#Qanon

36) Obama's neglect of NASA was strategic. It would allow for our military to be rendered ineffective,

allow the bad guys to take down our satellites, and put in orbit weapons of mass destruction including

electromagnetic pulse weapons. #Qanon  

http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/technology/322918-how-barack-obama-ruined-nasa-space-

exploration

How Barack Obama ruined NASA space exploration
OPINION | Obama wasted eight years that might have been spent getting Americans beyond low Earth
orbit.

http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/technology/322918-how-barack-obama-ruined-nasa-space-exploration

37) One report estimated that an EMP attack on the US could kill 90% of our population in one year.

Thankfully, #Trump is taking action to mitigate the threat. #QAnon

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/trump-first-president-to-protect-electric-grid-from-emp-

cyberattacks/article/2644025

Trump first president to protect electric grid from EMP, cyberattacks
President Trump became the first national leader to call for protecting the U.S electric and communications
grid against an electromagnetic attack like one practiced in North Korea.

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/trump-first-president-to-protect-electric-grid-from-emp-cyberattacks/articl…

38) Obama's work would set the stage for Hillary's term as POTUS where she would continue the work.  

More wars (WW III) eliminate the last patriots in the military, crash the economy, open the borders,

insert the right Supreme Court judges and repeal the 2nd amendment. #Qanon
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHlqa_UMAAKiAH.jpg

39) Next steps: 

Strengthen control over the Supreme Court and if necessary, kill sitting judges & replace them.  

Get rid of electoral college and switch to a popular vote to elect POTUS.  

Continue defunding the military.  

Close overseas bases. 

Destroy conservative press. #QAnon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHn8B9VwAEnDk-.jpg

40) #QAnon tells us the narrative the MSM will push (Trump's people intercepted it at 4 am) 

 

They will accuse Jeff Sessions & Devin Nunes of being Russian operatives. 

And that conservative news outlets are distorting the truth to get rid of Mueller and give Trump a free

pass.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHr-0RU8AYxhd7.jpg

41) #QAnon tells us the (real) reasons for the #ShumerShutdown and, I believe. indicates they

intercepted a message in 2013 from Hillary that outlined the plan:  

"Keep them starved" 

"Keep them blind" 

"Keep them stupid" 

The #GreatAwakening

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHtVZ4VMAAusN1.jpg
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42) The next post by #Qanon addresses Silicon Valley CEOs: 

Jack Dorsey 

Mark Zuckerberg 

Eric Schmidt 

Jeff Bezos 

Elon Musk 

Steve Huffman (Reddit) 

Trump's people know what you're saying. 

#TheStormIsHere and you're in for the fight of your life.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHv0NsUQAU7RDE.jpg

43) The next post from #QAnon  

The shot heard around the world. 

Trump & company have declared war on the mainstream media, the deep state and the globalists. 

The #GreatAwakening

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHwU_JVoAEcTnZ.jpg

44) The last post by #Qanon today is a link to a  page about Valerie Jarrett and her

family's ties to communism.  

https://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2015/06/communism-in-jarretts-family/

@JudicialWatch

FBI Files Show Valerie Jarrett's Hardcore Communist Family
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) files obtained by Judicial Watch reveal Valerie Jarrett's family
connections to hardcore Communists.

https://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2015/06/communism-in-jarretts-family/
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUHw8MjVQAAG3JU.jpg

45) This concludes the thread for tonight. If #Qanon posts again tomorrow, I'll add those posts to this

thread,

Hey,  - can you unroll this for me?@threadreaderapp

The Atlantic also wondered why an there was no autopsy on Scalia. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/02/antonin-scalia-autopsy/463251/

Why Wasn’t Antonin Scalia Autopsied?
In death, the Supreme Court justice was treated as an ordinary citizen, equal before the law.

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/02/antonin-scalia-autopsy/463251/
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